
 

 

2020 BATTLE OF BOOKS 
Grades 1-3 

Rules and Regulations 
Updated 2019 

 
1. Teams may be composed of one to four members only, with no alternates. Each school 
will set its own criteria for selecting team members.  Each grade will battle over the 
designated grade-level book list.   
 
2.  There may be a maximum of two teams per school from each grade level.   (You may 
wish to have a district level battle and send the top two teams from local competition.) The 
DMESC Battle of the Books entry fee is $10.00 per team. Invoices will be sent to school 
districts after the day of competition. 
 
3.  The Moderator at each station decides if an answer is acceptable (ex. pronunciation of 
author’s name).  The Moderator’s decision is final.      
             
4.  While a battle is being played, there should only be team members, the moderator(s), 
the scorekeeper(s), and the runner(s) present in the room.  For the early grades, teachers or 
parents may want to help teams get to their stations, but once the team members are seated, 
ALL others must leave the room. 
  
5.  Any materials pertaining to any books or booklists must be left in the conference 
room when team members go to the battle stations. 
 
6.  The battles will be conducted with electronic buzzer systems. 
 
7. The first team to buzz in will be awarded five (5) points for the correct title and three 
(3) points for the correct author’s name. 
 
8.  If the first team to buzz in does not answer correctly, the opposing team may wait for 
the moderator to repeat the question before buzzing in. 
 
9. If the first team to buzz in gives the correct title, but incorrectly names the author, the 
moderator will then allow the opposing team to buzz in.  If the opposing team names the 
correct author, then they earn three points.  If the first team to buzz in gives the correct 
author for an incorrect title, the team will receive 3 points for author.  The opposing team 
may earn 5 points for the correct title. 
 
10.  The battle for grades 1-3 will consist of 15 questions. 
 
11. When answering a question, team members need to be aware of the following 
acceptable variations: 
 

a. The last name of the author is sufficient. 
b. Articles (A, An, The) may be omitted from titles only if they begin the title. 
c. After buzzing in, students will have 5 seconds to respond.  



 

 

 
12. Team players need to be sure to give the entire book title when answering (Ex. Island 
of the Blue Dolphins). A partial title may be accepted only if the partial title has been 
approved PRIOR to competition.  The answer must be given with the title of the book 
stated first followed by the last name of the author. 
 
13.    In case of a tie, a tie-breaker question will be asked. 
    
14.  After each round, the moderator will attach the questions to the score sheet to be 
turned into the master scorekeeper.  The moderator will check the score sheet and initial.  
The runner will check the score sheet and initial.  The scorekeeper will confirm the winner 
of the match to the teams and submit the score sheet and questions to the master 
scorekeeper.  Scorekeepers in rooms where several games are being played should wait 
until all games are final before confirming the score. 
 
15. Stations with a bye will turn in a blank score sheet with questions attached. 
 
16. No one should leave the station until a score confirmation is reported by the 
scorekeeper.   
 
17.  The tournament will be played by double elimination.  First, second, and third place 
teams will be presented team trophies.  First, second, and third place medals will be 
presented to each member of the top three teams.   
 
18.   If the tournament is ahead of schedule, appropriate adjustments will be made. Lunch 
plans will be announced each day. 
 
19.  The REGISTRATION FORMS must be completed by the deadline so that 
awards and trophies may be ordered.  No late registrations or refunds will be granted 
after the deadline, February 21, 2020.  Registration forms will be completed via the 
google forms found on the DMESC web page. Registration will open for the 2020 
competition on Monday, February 17 and close on Friday, February 21, 2020.  
 
20.   School sponsors are responsible for bringing school and student name cards for the 
competition. If two teams will represent a grade level they should be identified as TEAM 
A and TEAM B. 
 
 


